Thanks for purchasing this DW product. It has been designed and manufactured to provide a lifetime of trouble-free service. Please take a moment to familiarize yourself with the exclusive features and operating suggestions contained in this manual in order to ensure its optimum performance. Should you have any further questions, feel free to contact your local authorized DW dealer.

— Don Lombardi
president, Drum Workshop, Inc.
First, place the bag face down with the "Stand-Alone Stick Bag" logo facing the floor. Right below the center logo on the back you will find a Velcro™ strap holding the bag together.

Pull apart the Velcro™ to open the bag. Pull the Velcro strap through the ring attached to the bottom of the bag.

Lift open the exposed flaps to form an "L" shape.

Next take the short flap and extend it to the end of the bag, forming a pyramid shape or 'triangle.'

Reconnect the Velcro™ strap through the ring attached to bottom section of the bag.

Inside the 'triangle' there is rectangular Velcro™ flap. Take this flap and attach it to the back of the flap that holds the tripod receiver.

Next, place the bag right side up, with the flap holding the tripod receiver facing down.

To open the front section of the Stand-Alone stick bag (the section with the "Stand-Alone Stick Bag" logo), unzip the two zippers and pull open the long front flap.

Flip the long front flap over the top and behind the bag.

Bend the small upper flap inward and align the Velcro™ to attach this flap to the back of the bag. Optionally, you can put the strap of the stick bag just above the Velcro™ to keep the strap tucked away. This will form a small platform on the top of the bag.

To open the tripod base, turn it over and loosen the wing nut at the bottom. Using the bent thumb latch, rotate the locking plate underneath to allow the three legs to move freely.

Once the lock plate and legs are aligned, pull each leg down one by one.

Rotate the lock plate to lock the three legs in the standing position. Tighten the wing nut to lock the legs on place.

There is a tripod receiver on the bottom of the stick bag. This is where the tripod will be inserted.

Loosen the thumbscrew on the receiver to prepare for the tripod. Align the tripod receiver of the stick bag to the top of the tripod.

You can adjust the height of the Stand-Alone Stick Bag by loosening and tightening the thumbscrew. Thanks to this height-adjustable feature, the Stand-Alone Stick Bag works for drummers as well as percussionists!